The effect of rate of force application on the threshold of periodontal ligament mechanoreceptors in the cat canine tooth.
Mechanical stimuli in the form of ramp-plateau forces were applied to the tip of the crown of the left mandibular canine tooth in cats anaesthetized with alpha-chloralose. Electrophysiological recordings were made from functionally single fibres teased from the inferior alveolar nerve. The force threshold was determined for 34 periodontal ligament mechanoreceptors at different controlled rates of force application. Force threshold was dependent on the rate of force application to the crown tip. Rate sensitivity was present for all receptors across the range from rapidly to slowly adapting; the degree of rate sensitivity was graded according to the adaptation rate of the receptor. The results suggest that the velocity of mechanical stimulus application to teeth needs to be considered in studies involving periodontal mechanoreceptor responses and their reflexes.